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As the Sinebrychoff Art Museum prepared to mount a major exhibition on Lucas Cranach the 
Elder, Gill Crabbe met Professor Gunnar Heydenreich, head of the Cranach Digital Archive, 
who was in Helsinki to make an up-to-date assessment of the museum’s two Cranach paintings

Lucas Cranach the Elder, the 16th-century artist who gained success as court painter to 
Frederick the Wise, Elector of Saxony, was a man in the right place at the right time. Not 
only was the artist in the employ of a pioneer of Lutheranism when it was igniting a religious 
revolution that poured itself into Northern European art and culture; he was also a shrewd 
businessman with a well trained staff of painting assistants and other craftsmen in one of the 
most successful workshops of the Reformation. Cranach the entrepreneur profited hugely 
from a time of transition. 

Cranach became court artist and moved to Wittenberg in 1505, setting up a workshop 
in Wittenberg castle; he then expanded his activities, moving to his own premises in the city 
around 1511–12. Cranach the Elder and his sons were so successful that more than 1,700 
paintings from their workshop are known to be extant almost 500 years later, including 

altarpieces, court commissions, and 
private portrait commissions, as well as 
serial productions of popular themes. The 
Sinebrychoff Art Museum’s two particular 
treasures – Lucretia (1530) and Portrait of 
a Young Woman (1525) – were the starting 
point for conceiving the exhibition ‘Lucas 
Cranach – Renaissance Beauties’, and as is 
often the case, mounting the show provided 
an opportunity to publish up-to-date 
research for the exhibition catalogue. 

Research on the two Cranach 
paintings carried out by the Conservation 
Unit of the Finnish National Gallery in the 
1980s and 90s was quite extensive and 
used groundbreaking new techniques for its 
time. However, in the past year, as part of 
its preparation for show, the conservation 
unit started a new research project which 
involved examining the paintings, taking new 
images (including IR and X-ray images) and 
making non-destructive pigment analyses. 
The museum was then delighted when 
Professor Gunnar Heydenreich – who is 
head of the Cranach Digital Archive and 

Professor Gunnar Heydenreich shows images of microscope examinations of 
Portrait of a Young Woman to Gill Crabbe at the conservation studio  
at the Sinebrychoff Art Museum.
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Conservation Unit, Ari Tanhuanpää
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widely considered to be the leading expert on Cranach’s workshop – agreed to make a fresh 
assessment of the two works in its collection. While the provenance of each of the works 
does not stretch as far back as its origins, Portrait of a Young Woman has been in the Finnish 
Art Society collection since 1851 and Lucretia had been in a private collection since the 1790s 
before the Sinebrychoff Art Museum acquired it in 1994.

Dr Heydenreich, who is now Professor for Conservation of Modern and Contemporary 
Art at the Cologne Institute of Conservation Sciences (CICS), has dedicated his career to 
researching Cranach and his workshop since the 1990s, when he was involved in a research 
project in Dresden under Prof Ingo Sandner, and subsequently pursued a doctorate at 
London’s Courtauld Institute which he completed in 2002. By 2009 he was in a position to take 
the helm of an ambitious new project – the creation of an online archive. 

Prof Heydenreich is galvanised by a quest to build up an almost cinematic picture of 
life in Wittenberg in the first quarter of the 16th century in Cranach’s workshop. Utilising 
his forensic attention to detail, he seems as fascinated – perhaps even more fascinated – by 
discovering new research questions as he is by finding answers. This curiosity, and openness 
to new possibilities, makes him well placed to head up the Cranach Digital Archive (CDA), and 
the work there over the past 10 years has developed the knowledge base regarding Cranach’s 
workshop exponentially. 

Set up through a ten-year project grant from the Mellon Foundation in the US in 2009, 
the CDA was initiated by the Kunstpalast, Düsseldorf and Cologne Institute of Conservation 
Sciences at Cologne University of Applied Sciences in co-operation with nine founding 

Lucas Cranach the Elder, 
Portrait of a Young Woman, 
1525,  
oil on panel,  
41cm x 27cm
O. W. Klinckowström 
Collection, Finnish National 
Gallery / Sinebrychoff Art 
Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Hannu Aaltonen
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partners. The aim was to bring together art-historical, historical and conservation information 
in a new form of collaborative, internet-based resource. ‘It is one of three such projects 
funded by the Mellon Foundation – the other two focusing on Rembrandt and Raphael – and 
was conceived partly because Cranach’s works are distributed across museums all over the 
world and it was extremely difficult for researchers to compare works,’ says Prof Heydenreich. 
‘At that time you had to travel to generate images, travel back and then compare these with 
your 35mm slides back home, so this project was a huge step forward.’

‘The most comprehensive resource available before the CDA started out was the 
catalogue raisonné by Max J. Friedlander and Jacob Rosenberg, which depicted just 452 
paintings with black-and-white images and listed almost 1,000 paintings in total,’ he continues. 
‘The CDA project gave us the opportunity to bring together more than 2,000 paintings by 
Cranach the Elder, his sons and the workshop, as well as by his pupils and some followers 
with rich information, images, text documents, conservation and technical information, plus 
over 1,000 newly transcribed letters and documents from the court’s account books.’ The 
Sinebrychoff Art Museum’s two Cranach works were listed in the CDA in 2014.

From the outset Prof Heydenreich pursued new methods for developing the online 
archive. ‘First, we looked into other research projects and we found that, especially with 
the Rembrandt project, during the process of its development several works were being 
attributed and deattributed and only towards the end was it realised that some of the earlier 
assumptions had to be revised. This is why we decided first to collect as much relevant existing 
documentation, to generate new and high quality material and share it with other colleagues 
instead of focusing on questions of attribution.’ 

Lucas Cranach the Elder, 
Lucretia, 1530,  
oil on panel,  
38cm x 24.5cm
Finnish National Gallery / 
Sinebrychoff Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Hannu Aaltonen
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The information-gathering process involved 
travelling to more than 150 museums, churches and 
private collections, often with High Resolution (HR) 
photographic equipment and infrared cameras and light 
microscopes to examine paintings in situ. The result is 
an online archive that includes access to high quality HR 
images that allow you to zoom in on much greater detail. 
‘We now make available 17,300 HR images, 600 X-ray 
images and 1,200 inrafred reflectograms,’ explains Prof 
Heydenreich. ‘In a print catalogue raisonné you can only 
depict small-size images and with such a prolific artist 
how useful are these for future research?’

This raises the question of whether the concept 
of the monograph or catalogue raisonné is now 
becoming defunct as a research tool. Prof Heydenreich’s 
response is unequivocal: ‘The print format catalogue 
is still a valuable research resource because it freezes 
in time the current knowledge about an artist and this 

has huge value.’ Like Cranach himself, Prof Heydenreich has been at the forefront of a period 
of transition, in this case the shift from disseminating art-historical research information 
via print format to making it available through an online portal. But it is not without its 
challenges, such as how to take care of the digital archive once the project comes to an end. 
‘The content of the archive so far is stored safely within the collection management system of 
the Düsseldorf Museums, so long-term preservation is well considered, but the content and 
internet front end, where the visitor can use it, requires constant updating to keep pace with 
the technological development and these questions are not all fully resolved,’ he says. ‘And 

that is something you don’t have to think about once a 
traditional a catalogue raisonné is printed.’ 

So where does his visit to the Sinebrychoff Art 
Museum fit into the aims of the CDA? ‘Much of this 
research is driven by the digital archive project but also 
we feel privileged to be invited by other institutions 
that have their own projects, like this exhibition project 
here in Helsinki,’ he says. His vision is one of sharing 
information across institutions and international 
boundaries. ‘To look more closely and share my 
experience of other works, to learn more about these 
works in Helsinki and make that information available to 
the visitors here in this exhibition project, is about giving 
and taking, and not only about our own initiatives, so 
that often we are profiting from overlapping interests.’ 

Which brings us to the assessments of the 
Sinebrychoff Art Museum’s two Cranach paintings…

On a warm summer’s afternoon at the top of the 
museum building Lucretia and Portrait of a Young Woman 
were waiting, unframed, on an examination table. Also 

on the table were A4-size printouts of IR reflectograms, X-ray images, as well as catalogues open 
at the relevant pages with comparable images from other paintings from Cranach’s workshop. In 
the morning, museum curator Claudia de Brün and senior conservator Ari Tanhuanpää, who are 
involved in the museum’s current research project, had joined Prof Heydenreich, and the focus 
had been on Portrait of a Young Woman. So what were his findings? 

One mystery about this painting concerned the date. Microscopic examination of the 
painting carried out in 1988 had revealed the date but pigment analysis had not been carried 
out to support its authenticity. Further pigment analysis in the Spring of 2019 was thwarted 
by lack of pigment material for examination but it could still be seen under the microscope. 
Here Prof Heydenreich’s wide-ranging expertise on assessing Cranach’s works came into play. 

A microscope photograph 
of the number ‘2’ of the date 
from Portrait of a Young 
Woman. Note the style of 
the inscription, with the ‘2’ 
appearing more like a ‘z’.
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Conservation Unit,  
Ari Tanhuanpää

A microscope photograph of 
the number ‘5’ in the date from 
Portrait of a Young Woman. 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Conservation Unit, Ari Tanhuanpää
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‘We looked again under a microscope and 
there are numbers visible under the black-ish 
background paint and in my opinion the dating 
and the Cranach winged-serpent insignia seem 
to originate from the date of 1525,’ he said. 
His confidence regarding the date was also 
based on comparison with a number of other 
paintings from the same period. ‘What I find 
striking is that the “2” is inscribed like a “z” 
and the “5” is similar to a number of other 
important works by Cranach from 1525 and 
1526. The Adam and Eve at the Courtauld 
Institute in London shows the same style of 
inscription in the “5” and “2” and this is very 
different from many others from the period 
where we have a rounded “2” and differently 
shaped “5”.’ The placement of the insignia also 
indicated a similar time-frame. ‘The serpent 
sits between the 15 and 25 so that the wings 
rise between the numbers. In earlier works 
Cranach did not employ such a fixed system. In 
my opinion these are a strong argument that 
Cranach himself applied the dating and insignia 
to this painting.’

However, what intrigued Prof 
Heydenreich most with this picture was that 
the lady in question is depicted wearing a large 
dark wide-brimmed hat, only faintly visible 
against the painting’s blackish background. 
Indeed the hat was the main question the 
museum’s current research project had been 
working on. The question was, to what extent 
was the hat conceived like that, or was it a 
result of later overpainting or later intervention 
or ageing? ‘After all,’ said Prof Heydenreich, ‘we 
know of one example of a Lucretia nude that 
was subsequently altered to appear dressed 
at a time when nudity was proscribed, and the 
clothes were then removed again in an even 
later intervention.’

In the Spring of 2019 the research team 
at the Finnish National Gallery had carried out 
fresh nondestructive material examinations of 
the pigments and paint layers. Already previous 
studies had shown that there was a bright 
blue layer underneath the brownish surface 

in the area of the hat in Portrait of a Woman, and now it was identified as blue azurite and 
lead white. They knew they had come across something unusual, as did Prof Heydenreich. 
‘Blue-ish hats are almost unique in Cranach’s oeuvre, for ladies at least, and we have only a 
few examples of large hats and nothing like a huge hat in blue,’ he explained. Red hats have 
been used in depictions of Madonnas, Salomes and Judiths, idealised female archetypes that 
were typical of Cranach’s workshop production in this period. But was the brownish layer 
added to create another colour in the original painting or was it a later addition, and if so, why 
was it added? If the hat was indeed originally intended to be blue, it would place the painting 
in a unique category. It would become a strong contender for being a portrait of an actual 
woman rather than an idealised image. What more could be deduced from the technical 

The winged-serpent insignia and the date of Portrait of a Young Woman. 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Aaltonen

A microscope photograph from the insignia and date of Lucretia. 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Conservation Unit, Ari Tanhuanpää
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analysis? ‘The brownish layer is not really an 
obvious result of later overpainting,’ said Prof 
Heydenreich, ‘but it seems more the result of 
some ageing, in my opinion. It could be varnish 
or a glaze that was applied to the hat over 
the blue to give it more depth and integrate it 
further into the rest of the composition.’

This hypothesis was supported by 
evidence of the application technique used 
– the artist used a stippling effect with the 
azurite. ‘In X-ray images of other paintings from 
Cranach’s workshop, we see this method was 
sometimes used to depict wool. For example, 
we have observed that the blue drapery in a 
painting of the Virgin has been painted using 
the same stippling technique, where the folds 
have a similar dark appearance, but with the 
painting before us it’s difficult to imagine such 
a hat would have been wool,’ he continues. 
Perhaps the stippling was deployed because 
with azurite pigment, which is a coarse and 
grainy ground mineral, it is not easy to modulate 
subtle shading differences. Perhaps the stippling 
was therefore used together with the glazing 
to give the hat a three-dimensional appearance 
and achieve more of a velvet texture.’ 

Prof Heydenreich pointed out that an 
IR image showing the hat simply painted in 
azurite reveals that it may possibly have created 
the impression of a halo, and the brownish 
layer could have been used to tone it down 
and create spatial depth. ‘We don’t know if 
this glaze was originally brown. As red lake 
glazes are well preserved in other areas of the 
painting it seems less likely that it was originally 
a reddish translucent paint that turned brown 
and it would have been unlikely the artist would 
add a yellow lake to create a green colour, as 
the azurite was such an expensive material (and 
Cranach preferred verdigris for green passages). 
It could have been, for example, a blue lake 
of indigo which is plant-based but is not very 
lightfast. So the brown layer might also have 
been blue originally.’

If this was an example of a work that 
was unique in terms of the blue hat, as Prof 

Heydenreich indicated, would that mean that it is a more identifiable portrait? ‘It might be,’ 
he said. ‘On the other hand, we don’t have any other indices to identify the person depicted 
– there are no monograms woven in her dress and no inscription, so was this blue hat at the 
time itself a marker for this person to be identified? It certainly begs the question, was the hat 
so important that it allowed Wittenberg society to relate this work to a certain person.’

However, he was able to provide further connoisseurial evidence supporting the 
interpretation that it is an actual historical person. ‘When we compare this lady with other 
such portraits where these questions are raised, like the one in the State Hermitage Museum 
in St Petersburg (Portrait of a Young Woman, 1526), or in the Kunstsammlungen der Veste 
Coburg, Coburg (also Portrait of a Young Woman, 1526), this lady has some individual 

Detail of the IR-reflectogram from Portrait of a Young Woman,  
showing the modelling of the hat more clearly than in visible light. 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Conservation Unit, Ari Tanhuanpää

Detail of the digital X-ray image of Portrait of a Young Woman,  
showing the stippling effect of the application of the blue azurite to the hat. 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Conservation Unit, Katariina Johde
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features; the contour line of the face and mouth give a different impression from other such 
depictions from that time. Also, the individual facial features reveal an extremely high quality 
of painting technique that I would associate with the hand of Cranach himself. For example, 
here the artist was so experienced in placing the lash lines at precisely the right point, with 
the eyelash painted thicker at the root – and the scale is so small that you can hardly see this 
with the naked eye. What is also notable is that the paint is thinly applied, so the artist did not 
need to use corrections with overpainting. All this is impressive.’

‘On the other hand, the almond-shaped eyes appear more often in other Cranach 
paintings and that somehow contradicts this argument. Maybe it was his intention to 
remain ambiguous. Were the almond-shaped eyes representing a certain ideal of beauty 
prevailing at that time and if so, why would one want to be depicted as an ideal rather than in 
a realistic way?’

Portrait of a Young Woman is placed beautifully within the space of the panel with 
the hat well integrated into the composition – the panel is a bespoke size, as opposed to the 
standard sizes known to have been prepared for the workshop’s serial productions. From the 
evidence of the presence of a rebate on the panel it was framed before it was painted and 
thus probably intended to hang on a wall in an intimate environment, so all these factors 
support the idea that its not an idealised woman but an actual portrait. This view is also 
supported by the quality of the painting and the signature.

Much of Prof Heydenreich’s research has been concerned with how Cranach’s 
workshop operated and how its working processes evolved during the period of intensive 
transition from medieval traditions to the new order of the Reformation. The subject of 
Lucretia became a popular theme not only in Cranach’s workshop but elsewhere, and the CDA 
has 40 examples from Cranach’s oeuvre catalogued online. Prof Heydenreich’s quest was to 
find out what markers are there for identifying Lucretia paintings made in Wittenberg. He also 
wanted to understand more about the workshop’s working processes and to what extent the 
artist’s own hand was involved.

‘In the course of our CDA research project we were able to get a wider view on 
how many versions or copies there were that might have come from the workshop. When 
we started out, the thinking was that his workshop always produced versions of the same 
compositions and not exact copies. So it had been assumed that whenever one came across 
an exact copy it must have originated from outside the workshop. However, when we looked 
more closely at paintings thought to be copies, we realised they had the same material 

A microscope photograph of Portrait of a Young Woman. 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Conservation Unit, Ari Tanhuanpää

A microscope photograph of Lucretia. 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Conservation Unit, Ari Tanhuanpää
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characteristics, and pigment composition and style of 
underdrawing, and the panels came from the same 
wood species, so we concluded that copying was part 
of the workshop practice – it was part of the training of 
assistants.’

As the CDA gathered more HR material and 
infrared reflectograms, allowing them to study the 
initial composition on the primed panel, a clear picture 
began to emerge of how Cranach delegated tasks in his 
workshop. ‘For example, in the early years he made the 
underdrawing himself and painted the most important 
parts of the painting. Later he delegated more of the 
painting process, then he got very busy and even 
delegated the underdrawing to experienced workshop 
members, although he was still involved to some extent 
up until his late years.’

The Sinebrychoff Art Museum’s Lucretia had 
already been examined in 1991 and subsequent digital 
Infrared Reflectography (IRR) carried out in 2018 by the 
Finnish National Gallery Conservation Unit revealed no 
underdrawing. Prof Heydenreich’s question was, did the 
artist use red chalk that couldn’t be identified by IR? Or 
did this mean the artist was not copying but finding their 
own compositional solutions, thus ensuring its value as an 
independent artwork?

‘As we have access to more sophisticated 
technologies to examine artworks we can gather 
additional information but it doesn’t always answer our 
questions and often it generates new lines of inquiry,’ 
said Prof Heydenreich. ‘The workshop’s paintings from 
the 1530s often show no underdrawing when examined 
with IR technology but using microscopic examination we 
were able to identify with several Lucretias that there are 
red lines underneath the painted layers and we conclude 
it was red chalk drawing. Maybe drawing with red chalk 
became quite popular at this time. It is also efficient – 
a black brush underdrawing on a white chalk ground 
requires a thicker layer of imprimatura to cover it up if 
you want to change the composition. Red chalk doesn’t, 
making it easier and quicker to alter the contour line of 
the figure. These paintings were thus produced faster and 
more efficiently.’ In the case of the Sinebrychoff Lucretia 
microscopic examination in the 1980s–90s and in 2018–19 
revealed no red lines, but instead straight lines made with 
a ruler to help paint the dagger – and this is quite typical, 
Prof Heydenreich later explained.

These increasingly efficient production techniques developed in Cranach’s workshop 
to meet a growing market fuelled by a period of extraordinary transition in religious life and 
culture. Many of the paintings from this period, for example, were made using standard size 
wood panels and this is the case with the Helsinki Lucretia. Dendrochronological examination 
by Prof Peter Klein has even shown it was cut from the same beech tree as several others 
from Cranach’s workshop. ‘A carpenter would cut the wood to specific formats, rather like 
today’s A4 or A3, so the same composition could be produced in different sizes,’ explains Prof 
Heydenreich. ‘Certain images, such as Lucretia, were frequently produced and most likely 
for the market so that when an order came in, Cranach was able to ask, would you like it in 
this size or that size format and these are the prices. He revolutionised the way of producing 

A microscope photograph of Portrait of a Young Woman. 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Conservation Unit, Ari Tanhuanpää

A microscope photograph of Lucretia. 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Conservation Unit, Ari Tanhuanpää
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paintings at that time.’ Albrecht Dürer, for example, who was working during the same period, 
would have designed a composition on paper, then fixed the proportions and given that to the 
carpenter to make the panel, then it had to be primed and then painted. 

A big question for the Sinebrychoff Art Museum is where to place these two paintings 
in terms of their significance to Cranach’s oeuvre. While Prof Heydenreich was still to 
complete his assessment of Lucretia later that afternoon, his response was nevertheless 
enthusiastic. ‘Both works have extraordinary quality. We have many works that do not match 
this quality. Both were conceived to be viewed closely in an intimate situation, instead of in a 
church environment where they would have been designed to be viewed at a distance, thus 
requiring less fine modelling and brushwork. I think the museum can feel very proud to have 
these works in this collection.’ 

‘Lucas Cranach – Renaissance Beauties’, Sinebrychoff Art Art Museum, Helsinki, 26 September 2019 – 5 January 2020

Lucas Cranach – Renaissance Beauties (Kirsi Eskelinen and Claudia de Brün, eds.), including essays by Claudia de Brün and 
Ari Tanhuanpää, published by the Finnish National Gallery / Sinebrychoff Art Museum, Helsinki, 2019

To access the Cranach Digital Archive visit http://lucascranach.org/

Gunnar Heydenreich 
examines Cranach’s  
Portrait of a Young Woman. 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Conservation Unit,  
Ari Tanhuanpää
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